One Sheet Wonder Cards & Cardholder

Use just one sheet of double-sided patterned paper to make this cute bag and 6 matching cards
Supplies:
1-1/2 sheets of double-sided Designer Series Paper
Additional coordinating cardstock
12” Paper Cutter w/ both cutting and scoring blades
1-3/4 Circle Punch
Border Punch (your choice-I used the Scalloped Edge)
Embossing Folder (your choice-I used Perfect Polka Dots)
Stamps
Horizontal Slot Punch, Scallop Circle Punch
Sticky Strip & Dimensionals
Ribbon & Brads

Directions:
1. Cut one sheet of DSP as shown in the left diagram below.
2. The 6-3/4” x 12” piece is for the bag. Score as shown in right diagram below. Crease at all score lines. Cut at bold
lines as indicated. Use a border punch along the top edge if desired. Decide which pattern you want on the outside and
glue the top “border” flap down with glue or tape accordingly. Place sticky strip along the 1/2” edge on the side and
assemble bag along that edge. Fold the bottom flaps up and use sticky strip to finish the bottom of the bag. Punch holes
along top edge and put the ribbon through to make your handles. You can tie a knot in the ribbon or use sticky strip to
adhere to the inside of the bag. Your bag is now complete and ready to fill with cards.
3. If you want to embellish with flowers punch 15 scallop circle pieces out of the 1/2 sheet of DSP, scrunch each piece
and then stack 5 together and use a brad to keep them together. Use dimensionals to place the three flowers on the bag.
3. Cut three pieces of 8-1/2” x 11” white cardstock in half to make the base for six cards (fold each piece in 1/2 to make an
A-2 card). Glue the 1” strips of DSP along the left side of each card and the 3/4” strip along the right side. Cut six pieces of 3-1/8” x 5-1/2” white cardstock. Punch a border along one side of each of these pieces. Cut six pieces of 2-1/2” x
5-1/2” cardstock in a color that coordinates with the DSP. Emboss with an impressions die and then use the 1-3/4” circle
punch at the top of each piece, stamp a greeting and embellish with ribbon if desired. Place this piece over the White
strips and stamp an image through the middle of the circle. Color images as desired and then glue the white pieces to
the card base and use dimensionals to adhere the coordinating cardstock pieces with the circle opening over the white
stamped pieces.
4. Place the cards in the bag (along with some envelopes) and you’re done!
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